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Abstract: The Combined Fragments of UML Sequence Diagram permit various types of control flow among messages
(e.g., interleaving and branching) to express an aggregation of multiple traces encompassing complex and
concurrent behaviors. However, Combined Fragments increase the difficulty of Sequence Diagram compre-
hension and analysis. To alleviate this problem, we introduce an approach to formally describe Sequence
Diagrams with Combined Fragments in terms of the input language of the model checker NuSMV. This ap-
proach permits the verification of desired properties against Sequence Diagrams.

1 INTRODUCTION

In software development process, models enable soft-
ware engineers to detect errors during early stage so
as to improve the system quality. Scenario-based
models have been widely employed for the descrip-
tion of interactions among environmental actors (e.g.,
human beings) and the components (aka Lifeline) of
the software systems through the exchange of mes-
sages. UML Sequence Diagrams, which graphically
depict scenarios, serve as well-accepted and intuitive
media among software engineers and tool builders.
UML 2 provides many major structural control con-
structs, including Combined Fragments and Interac-
tion Use, to allow multiple, complex scenarios to be
aggregated in a single Sequence Diagram. However,
Combined Fragments introduce concurrent behaviors,
making analysis of the Sequence Diagrams difficult
for the following reasons.

Combined Fragments permit different types of
control flow, such as interleaving and branching, in-
creasing a Sequence Diagram’s expressiveness. Fur-
ther, the Combined Fragments can also be nested to
provide more complex control flows. These make it
difficult to predict what behavior are represented. For
example, if a Combined Fragment presenting branch-
ing behavior is nested within a Combined Fragment
presenting iteration behavior, different choices may
be made in different iterations. The semantics of Se-
quence Diagram with Combined Fragments is not for-
mally defined compared to their precise syntax de-
scriptions (Object Management Group, 2011), mak-
ing it is hard to derive the traces from Sequence Dia-

grams. Thus, subtle errors from concurrency can eas-
ily be introduced to Sequence Diagrams to evade dis-
covery via manual inspection.

To address these problems, we introduce an au-
tomated technique to facilitate the verification of Se-
quence Diagrams by leveraging the analytical powers
of model checking. Working towards similar goals,
many researchers have verified different scenario-
based models, including Sequence Diagram, Message
Sequence Chart (MSC), and Live Sequence Chart
(LSC). However, the previous work does not con-
sider all the aspects of Combined Fragments. Our
approach supports all the features of Combined Frag-
ments, including all 12 Interaction Operators, nested
Combined Fragments, both asynchronous and syn-
chronous Messages, and Interaction Constraints.

We devise an approach to codify the semantics
of Sequence Diagrams and Combined Fragments in
the input language of NuSMV by deconstructing Se-
quence Diagrams and Combined Fragments to obtain
fine-grained syntactic constructs (see section 2 and
3). We formally describe each Combined Fragment in
terms of NuSMV (Cimatti et al., 2000) modules (see
section 4). The model checking mechanism can ex-
plore all possible traces specified in the Sequence Di-
agram, verifying if the desired properties are satisfied.
We have developed a tool suite to implement all of the
techniques and have validated our technique by ana-
lyzing and discovering violations in two design exam-
ples taken from an insurance industry software appli-
cation (see section 5). We have also created an Oc-
currence Specification Trace Diagram generator that
automatically produces Sequence Diagram visualiza-
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tions from NuSMV-produced counterexamples. This
automation will increase the accessibility of our ap-
proach by allowing software engineers to remain fo-
cused in the realm of Sequence Diagrams.

2 UML 2 SEQUENCE DIAGRAM

In this section, we outline the syntax and semantics of
a Sequence Diagram with Combined Fragments pro-
vided by OMG (Object Management Group, 2011).
As the first step of defining a Sequence Diagram us-
ing NuSMV modules, we precisely define the seman-
tics of Sequence Diagram with Combined Fragments,
forming the basis of expressing the semantics in term
of NuSMV models. We begin with the basic Se-
quence Diagram, then discuss the structured control
constructs, including Combined Fragments and Inter-
action Use.

2.1 Basic Sequence Diagram

We refer to a Sequence Diagram without Combined
Fragments as a basic Sequence Diagram (see figure 1a
for an example with annotated syntactic constructs).
A Lifeline is a vertical line representing a participat-
ing object. A horizontal line between Lifelines is a
Message. A Message is the specification of an oc-
currence of a message type within the Sequence Di-
agram, while a message type is the signature of the
form 〈message name, source Lifeline, target Lifeline〉.
Within a Sequence Diagram, a message type can oc-
cur multiple times, which are associated with multi-
ple Messages. Each Message is sent from its source
Lifeline to its target Lifeline and has two endpoints.
Each endpoint is an intersection with a Lifeline and is
called anOccurrence Specification (OS), denoting
the specification of an occurrence of an event within
a certain context,i.e., a Sequence Diagram. Accord-
ingly, multiple OSs within a Sequence Diagram can
be associated with an event. Each Message is de-
fined by its sending OS and receiving OS. We asso-
ciate each OS with a location of a Lifeline. As each
location is uniquely defined, each OS is uniquely de-
fined. Thus, each Message is uniquely defined by its
sending OS and receiving OS. OSs can also be the
beginning or end of anExecution Specification, indi-
cating the period during which a participant performs
a behavior within a Lifeline, which is represented as
a thin rectangle on the Lifeline.

The semantics of a basic Sequence Diagram is de-
fined by a set of traces. A trace is a sequence of OSs
expressing Message exchange among multiple Life-
lines. We identify four orthogonal semantic aspects

that must be considered for the basic Sequence Dia-
gram (Micskei and Waeselynck, 2011; Object Man-
agement Group, 2011; Kugler et al., 2005)

1. Each OS can execute only once,i.e., each OS is
unique within a Sequence Diagram.

2. On each Lifeline, OSs execute in their graphical
order from top to bottom.

3. For a single Message, the sending OS must take
place before the receiving OS does.

4. In a Sequence Diagram, only one object can exe-
cute an OS at a time,i.e., OSs on different Life-
lines are interleaved.

Messages are of two types: asynchronous and syn-
chronous. The source Lifeline can continue to send or
receive other Messages after an asynchronous Mes-
sage is sent. If a synchronous Message is sent, the
source Lifeline blocks until it receives the target Life-
line’s response (Object Management Group, 2011).

2.2 Combined Fragment

Both Combined Fragments and Interaction Use are
structured control constructs introduced in UML 2. A
Combined Fragment (CF) is a solid-outline rectan-
gle, which consists of anInteraction Operator and
one or moreInteraction Operands. Figure 1b shows
example CFs with annotated syntactic constructs. A
CF can enclose all, or part of, Lifelines in a Sequence
Diagram. The Interaction Operands are separated by
dashed horizontal lines. The Interaction Operator is
shown in a pentagon in the upper left corner of the
rectangle. OSs, CFs, and Interaction Operands are
collectively calledInteraction Fragments. An In-
teraction Operand may contain a boolean expression
which is called anInteraction Constraint or Con-
straint. An Interaction Constraint is shown in a square
bracket covering the Lifeline where the first OS will
happen. BEU, HEU and CEU are defined in Section
3. An Interaction Useconstruct allows one Sequence
Diagram to refer to another Sequence Diagram. The
referring Sequence Diagram copies the contents of the
referenced Sequence Diagram.

We identify three independent semantic rules gen-
eral to all CFs, in the sense that these rules do not
constrain each other.

1. OSs and CFs, are combined using Weak Sequenc-
ing (defined below). On a single Lifeline, a CF’s
preceding Interaction Fragment must complete
the execution prior to the CF’s execution, and the
CF’s succeeding Interaction Fragment must exe-
cute subsequently.
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(a) Basic sequence diagram. (b) Sequence diagram with combined fragment.

Figure 1: Sequence diagram syntax.

2. Within a CF, the order of the OSs and CFs within
each Operand is maintained if the Constraint of
the Operand evaluates toTrue; otherwise, the
Operand is excluded.

3. The CF does not execute when the Constraints of
all the Operands evaluate toFalse. Thus, the CF’s
preceding Interaction Fragment and succeeding
Interaction Fragment are ordered by Weak Se-
quencing.

2.3 Interaction Operator

The semantics of each CF Operator determines the ex-
ecution order of all the Operands. Each Operator has
its specific semantic implications regarding the exe-
cution of the OSs enclosed by the CF on the covered
Lifelines. The Operators are summarized as follows:
Alternatives: one of the Operands whose Interaction
Constraints evaluate toTrue is nondeterministically
chosen to execute.Option: its sole Operand executes
if the Interaction Constraint isTrue. Break: its sole
Operand executes if the Interaction Constraint evalu-
ates toTrue. Otherwise, the remainder of the enclos-
ing Interaction Fragment executes.Parallel: the OSs
on a Lifeline within different Operands may be in-
terleaved, but the ordering imposed by each Operand
must be maintained separately.Critical Region: the
OSs on a Lifeline within its sole Operand must not be
interleaved with any other OSs on the same Lifeline.
Loop: its sole Operand will execute for at least the
minimum count (lower bound) and no more than the
maximum count (upper bound) as long as the Interac-
tion Constraint isTrue. Assertion: the OSs on a Life-
line within its sole Operand must occur immediately
after the preceding OSs.Negative: its Operand rep-
resents forbidden traces.Strict Sequencing: in any
Operand except the first one, OSs cannot execute until
the previous Operand completes.Weak Sequencing:
on a Lifeline, the OSs within an Operand cannot exe-
cute until the OSs in the previous Operand complete,
the OSs fromdifferent Operands on different Lifelines

may take place in any order (cf. Strict Sequencing).
Consider: any message types other than what is spec-
ified within the CF is ignored.Ignore: the specified
messages types are ignored within the CF.

The semantics of theseqSequence Diagram is de-
fined by two sets of traces, one containing a set of
valid traces, denoted asVal(seq), and the other con-
taining a set of invalid traces, denoted asInval(seq).
The intersection of these two sets is empty,i.e.,
Val(seq)∩ Inval(seq) = /0.

3 SEQUENCE DIAGRAM
DECONSTRUCTION

To facilitate codifying the semantics of Sequence Di-
agrams and nested CFs in NuSMV models, we show
how to deconstruct a Sequence Diagram and CFs to
obtain fine-grained syntactic constructs. Eichneret al.
have defined the Maximal Independent Set in (Eich-
ner et al., 2005) to deconstruct a Sequence Diagram
into fragments, each of which covers multiple Life-
lines. Their proposed semantics defines that entering
a CF has to be done synchronously by all the Life-
lines, i.e., each CF is connected with adjacent OSs
and CFs using Strict Sequencing. Recall that CFs can
be nested within other CFs. OSs and CFs directly en-
closed in the same CF or Sequence Diagram are com-
bined using Weak Sequencing, constraining their or-
ders with respect to each individual Lifeline only (Ob-
ject Management Group, 2011). To express the se-
mantics of Weak Sequencing, we further deconstruct
a Sequence Diagram into syntactic constructs on each
Lifeline, which also helps us to define the semantics
of nested CFs.

We project every CFc fm onto each of its covered
Lifelines l i to obtain acompositional execution unit
(CEU), which is denoted byc fm↑l i . (The shaded rect-
angle on LifelineL1 in figure 1b shows an example).
Definition 1. A CEU is given by a three tuple〈l i ,
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oper, setEU〉, wherel i is the Lifeline, onto which we
project the CF,oper is the Interaction Operator of the
CF, andsetEU is the set of execution units, one for
each Operandopn enclosed in the CF on Lifelinel i .

Every Operandopn of CF c fm is projected onto
each of its covered Lifelinesl i to obtain anexecution
unit (EU) while projectingc fm onto l i , denoted by
opn ↑l i . If the projected Interaction Operand contains
a nested CF, ahierarchical execution unit (HEU) is
obtained; otherwise abasic execution unit (BEU)is
obtained,i.e., an EU is a BEU if it does not contain
any other EUs. (The lower shaded rectangle on Life-
line L2 in figure 1b shows an example of a BEU and
the shaded rectangle on LifelineL3 shows an example
of an HEU).
Definition 2. A BEU u is given by a pair,〈Eu, cond〉,
in which Eu is a finite set of OSs on Lifelinel i en-
closed in Operandopn, which are ordered by the lo-
cations associated with them, andcond is the Inter-
action Constraint of the Operand.condis Truewhen
there is no Interaction Constraint.
Definition 3. An HEU is given by〈setCEU, setBEU,
cond〉, wheresetCEUis the set of CEUs directly en-
closed in the HEU,i.e., the CEUs nested within any
element ofsetCEUare not considered.setBEUis the
set of BEUs that are directly enclosed in the HEU.

Projecting a Sequence Diagram onto each enclos-
ing Lifeline also obtains an EU whose Constraint is
True. The EU is an HEU if the Sequence Diagram
contains CFs, otherwise, it is a BEU. In an HEU, we
also group the OSs between two adjacent CEUs or
prior to the first CEU or after the last CEU on the same
level into BEUs, which inherit the parent HEU’s Con-
straint,cond. (The upper shaded rectangle on Lifeline
L2 in figure 1b shows an example). The constituent
BEU(s) and CEU(s) within an HEU execute sequen-
tially, complying with their graphical order, as do the
OSs in the BEU.

4 VERIFYING SEQUENCE
DIAGRAMS VIA NUSMV

In this section, we develop techniques to translate Se-
quence Diagrams into the input language of NuSMV.
The NuSMV model preserves the structure of the Se-
quence Diagrams (e.g., Lifelines and CFs), which
makes it easier to demonstrate that the semantics of
the original notation is maintained.

4.1 NuSMV Overview

NuSMV is a model checking tool, which exhaustively
explores all executions of a finite model to determine

if a temporal logic property holds. For a property that
does not hold, a counterexample is produced show-
ing an error trace. A NuSMV model consists of one
main module and may include other modules with for-
mal parameters. An instance of a module can be cre-
ated using theVAR declaration within main module
or other module to create a modular hierarchy. To ac-
cess variables of instance modules, the instance name
with . (DOT) can be used to follow by the variable
name. The composition of multiple modules can be
parallel or interleaving.

NuSMV variables must be of finite types, declared
inside each module. The initial states are defined by
using aninit statement of the forminit(x) := EXP,
which defines the value or set of values x can assume
initially. Transitions are defined by using thenext
statements of the formnext(x) := EXP, which defines
the value or set of values that x can assume in the
following state. All the transitions in a module exe-
cute concurrently in each step. Derived variables (i.e.,
macros) are defined by usingDEFINE statements of
the formx := EXP and they are replaced byEXP in
each state. The system’s invariant is represented with
the INVAR statement, which is a boolean expression
satisfied by each state.

4.2 Mapping Overview

We base the mapping of a Sequence Diagram to the
input language of NuSMV on syntactic deconstruc-
tion. A Sequence Diagram is represented as the
main module. We map the Lifelines into respective
NuSMV modules, which are instantiated and declared
in the main module. Recall that a CF is projected onto
each of its covered Lifelines to obtain a CEU. Accord-
ingly, its Operand on each of the covered Lifelines
forms an EU. Both CEUs and EUs are represented as
NuSMV modules.

Each CEU is declared as a module instance, which
we call a submodule in its Lifeline module. To en-
force that multiple CEUs at the same level on each
Lifeline adhere to their graphical order, we define a
derived variable,flag_final, for each CEU module,
to indicate whether the CEU completes its execution
(the CF semantic rule 1). A CEU is composed of one
or more EUs, each of which is instantiated as a sub-
module inside the CEU module. The execution order
of multiple EUs (i.e., the transfer of control among
them) is determined by the Interaction Operator that
composes them into the CEU (the translation of each
Operator is discussed later in this section). In the
case that a Sequence Diagram contains nested CFs
(i.e., a CEU consisting of an EU that encloses other
CEUs), we map each enclosed CEU as a submodule
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of the containing EU’s module. This procedure is re-
cursively applied until all CEUs and EUs are mapped
accordingly.

The semantic rules for a basic Sequence Diagram
defined in section 2.1 are codified using NuSMV
modules for Lifelines or EUs, and an INVAR state-
ment. Within Lifeline or EU modules, a directly en-
closed OS is represented as a boolean variable, which
initializes toFalse(note that a CEU module does not
contain OS variables). Once an OS occurs, its value
is set toTrue and then toFalse in all the following
states. This value transition expresses the fact that an
OS can occur only once in the Sequence Diagram (the
semantic rule 1). To record the execution history of
OSs, we introduce an enumerated variable,state, for
each Lifeline and EU module, expressing that respec-
tive OSs have taken place (the semantic rule 2). A
CEU module contains one boolean variable,cond, for
each of its EUs to represent the Interaction Constraint
of the EU.

To express the interleaving semantics among Life-
lines, we introduce an INVAR statement in the main
module to assert that at most one OS on one of the
Lifelines can take place in each step (the semantic rule
4). A boolean variablechosenis used for each Life-
line to restrict that: (1) a Lifeline is chosen only if it is
enabled,i.e., there is an OS that is ready to take place
on the Lifeline, represented by the derived variable
enabled; (2) either only one Lifeline can be chosen
to execute an OS in each step if Lifelines are enabled
(i.e., before all OSs on the Lifelines have occurred);
or no Lifeline can be chosen when all Lifelines are not
enabled and allchosenvariables remainFalsethere-
after. A sending OS is enabled to execute if and only
if the OSs prior to it on the same Lifeline have al-
ready occurred. A receiving OS is enabled to execute
if and only if the OSs prior to it on the same Life-
line and the sending OS of the same Message have
already occurred (the semantic rules 2 and 3). To exe-
cute the OSs enclosed in CFs, the variablechosenfor
each Lifeline is passed to the CEU and EU modules
on that Lifeline as a parameter.

4.3 Basic Sequence Diagram with
Asynchronous Messages

In this subsection, we illustrate our mapping strategy
with an example basic Sequence Diagram as shown in
figure 1a. Figure 2 shows the NuSMV description of
the example, which contains a main module for the
Sequence Diagram. We map the three Lifelines to
three modules, which are instantiated as submodules
l_L1, l_L2, and l_L3 in the main module. We show
the implementation of moduleL2 here. ModuleL2

takes modulesL1, L3 as parameters. Three OSs on
Lifeline L2 are defined as boolean variablesOS_r1,
OS_s2, and OS_r3 in the VAR section. We define
each OS asOS_sxorOS_rx, wheresandr denote they
are sending or receiving OSs, andx is the correspond-
ing Message name. The enumerated variablestatehas
four values, including an initial valuesinit and three
values to record the execution of the three respective
OSs. A derived variableenabledfor each OS repre-
sents the enabling condition of the OS by using the
variablestate in the DEFINE section. For instance,
r3_enabledfor OS r3 is True if and only if the send-
ing OS of Messagem3and the preceding OS,OS_s2,
on Lifeline L2 have occurred,i.e., stateon Lifelines
L2 andL3 set tos2ands3 respectively. The Lifeline
L2 can be enabled if and only if one ofr1, s2, andr3
is enabled. The variableflag_finalchecks whether the
last OS,r3, on L2 takes place (i.e., statesets tor3).
If so, all OSs in moduleL2 have occurred. The AS-
SIGN section defines the transition relation of module
L2. For example,OS_r3is set toFalseinitially. When
it is chosen and enabled, it is set toTrue. It is set to
Falsein the subsequent states to represent that an OS
can execute exactly once.OS_r1andOS_s2take the
same transition asOS_r3. Variablestateis set tor1 in
the same state where OS_r1 occurs.

4.4 Basic Sequence Diagram with
Synchronous Messages

Sequence Diagram with synchronous Messages re-
stricts that the sending Lifeline blocks until a reply
Message is received. We introduce a boolean vari-
able,isBlock, for each Lifeline to capture this seman-
tic aspect. All OSs on a Lifeline includeisBlock as
an enabling condition, thus preventing the OSs from
occurring whileisBlockis True.

4.5 Combined Fragments

A CF enclosing multiple Lifelines is projected onto
all the Lifelines to obtain a collection of CEUs, one
for each Lifeline. A CEU contains a collection of
EUs, one for each Operand on the same Lifeline. To
preserve the structure of the Sequence Diagram dur-
ing translation, we map a CF to NuSMV submod-
ules, one for each Lifeline module, while the EUs are
mapped to NuSMV sub-submodules of their parent
CEU submodule separately. We implement the In-
teraction Constraint for each Operand with a boolean
variablecond. We do not control the value ofcond
until the Operand is entered, representing the fact that
a condition may change during the execution of the
Sequence Diagram. Ifcond evaluates toTrue, the
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MODULE main

VAR

l_L1 : L1(l_L2, l_L3);

l_L2 : L2(l_L1, l_L3);

l_L3 : L3(l_L1, l_L2);

INVAR

((l_L1.chosen -> l_L1.enabled)

&(l_L2.chosen -> l_L2.enabled)

&(l_L3.chosen -> l_L3.enabled)

&((l_L1.chosen & !l_L2.chosen & !l_L3.chosen)

|(!l_L1.chosen & l_L2.chosen & !l_L3.chosen)

|(!l_L1.chosen & !l_L2.chosen & l_L3.chosen)

|(!l_L1.enabled & !l_L2.enabled & !l_L3.enabled)))

MODULE L2(L1, L3)

VAR

OS_r1 : boolean;

OS_s2 : boolean;

OS_r3 : boolean;

state : {sinit, r1, s2, r3};

chosen : boolean;

DEFINE

r1_enabled := state=sinit & L1.state=s1;

s2_enabled := state=r1;

r3_enabled := state=s2 & L3.state=s3;

enabled := r1_enabled | s2_enabled | r3_enabled;

flag_final := state=r3;

ASSIGN

init(state) := sinit;

next(state) := case

state=sinit & next(OS_r1) :r1;

state=r1 & next(OS_s2) :s2;

state=s2 & next(OS_r3) :r3;

1 :state;

esac;

...

init(OS_r3) := FALSE;

next(OS_r3) := case

chosen & r3_enabled :TRUE;

OS_r3 :FALSE;

1 :OS_r3;

esac;

Figure 2: Basic sequence diagram to NuSMV.

Operand is entered, otherwise, the Operand is skipped
(the CF semantic rule 2). Afterwards, the value of
condstays the same. While there is no Constraint in
an Operand,condis defined as constantTrue. An ex-
tra variableop_evafor each Operand indicates its re-
spective execution status, including “not ready” (the
OSs that may happen prior to the Operand on the
Lifeline have taken place) by enumeration element-
1, “ready but not enabled” (the Constraint evaluates
to False) by enumeration element0, and “start” (Con-
straint evaluates toTrue) by enumeration element1.
condis evaluated whenop_evaevaluates to either0 or
1. Bothcondandop_evafor each Operand are instan-
tiated and declared in the CEU module on the Lifeline
where the Interaction Constraint of the Operand is lo-
cated. The value ofop_evais passed to other CEUs

of the same CF as parameters, which is further passed
to all the EUs of the same Operand to coordinate mul-
tiple EUs. From the deconstruction of Sequence Dia-
grams and CFs (see section 3), we define the OSs as
boolean variables in the respective EUs that directly
enclose them, instead of the CEUs; OSs that are not
enclosed in any CF are declared as boolean variables
in their Lifeline module.

4.5.1 Concurrency

In a Parallel CF, the Operands are interleaved, which
is captured using a strategy similar to the implemen-
tation of interleaved Lifelines modules. We introduce
a boolean variablechosenfor each EU module to in-
dicate whether the EU is chosen to execute. We add
an INVAR statement for each CEU to assert that (1)
either only one EU module is chosen to execute or no
EUs are enabled (i.e., all EUs have completed execu-
tion or their Constraints evaluate toFalse), and (2) an
EU module can be chosen only if it is enabled (i.e., an
OS within the EU is enabled to execute). All INVAR
statements are combined using logical conjunctions to
form a global invariant in the main module.

Figure 1b shows an example Sequence Diagram,
in which a Parallel contains a Critical Region. The
implementation of its main module and the modules
of Lifeline L2 and its CEU of the Parallel are shown
in figure 3. In the module of LifelineL2, the Parallel’s
CEU module is initialized as a module instance. Two
EUs of the Parallel’s Operands are initialized as two
module instances within its CEU module.

In the Parallel, the Interaction Constraint of its
Operand,op1, is located onL2. Thus,cond1for op1
is initialized and declared in the Parallel’s CEU mod-
ule onL2. It is set to the value of the evaluation step
and remains that value in the following steps. Variable
op1_evais initialized to-1, and then is set depending
on the value ofcond1when entering the CEU,i.e., it
is set to1 if cond1evaluates toTrueor 0 otherwise. In
each EU module of the Parallel, a variablechosenis
used to denoted whether the EU is chosen to execute.

4.5.2 Atomic Execution

A Critical Region has a sole Operand while each CEU
module having a single EU submodule. We use a
boolean variable,isCritical, for each EU of the Criti-
cal Region’s Operand, to restrict the OSs within the
EU from interleaving with other OSs on the same
Lifeline. VariableisCritical is initialized toFalse in
each EU module of the Critical Region’s Operand. It
is set toTrue if the EU starts to execute OSs and stays
True until the EU finishes execution. Once the EU
completes,isCritical is set toFalse. The negation of
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isCritical of an EU is considered as an enabling con-
dition for each variable of other OSs, which may in-
terleave the EU, on the same Lifeline. See figure 1b
for an example. On LifelineL3, the sending OS of
Messagem6 takes the negation ofisCritical for the
EU on LifelineL3 as an enabling condition.

4.5.3 Branching

Collectively, we call Alternatives, Option, and Break
branching constructs.

In an Alternatives CF, each Operand must have an
explicit or an implicit or an “else” Constraint. An im-
plicit Constraint always evaluates toTrue. The “else”
Constraint is the negation of the disjunction of all
other Constraints in the enclosing Alternatives. The
chosen Operand’s Constraint must evaluate toTrue.
If none of the Operands whose Constraints evaluate to
True, the Alternatives is excluded. For each Operand,
a boolean variableexeindicates the execution status
of the applicable Operand,i.e., exeis set toTrueif the
Operand is chosen to execute. The variableexefor
each Operand is initialized and declared in the CEU
module on the Lifeline where the Operand’s Con-
straint is located. The Constraint under INVAR re-
stricts that an Operand’sexecan be set toTrueonly if
the Operand’scondevaluates toTrue. It also restricts
that at most one Operand can be chosen to execute,
i.e., at most oneexecan be set toTrueat a time, or all
Operand Constraints evaluate toFalse. The use ofexe
guarantees that all the enclosed Lifelines choose the
same Operand’s EU module to execute to avoid in-
consistent choices (e.g., Lifeline L1 chooses Operand
1’s EU whereas LifelineL2 chooses Operand2’s EU).
Thecondof the chosen Operand staysTrueand those
of the unchosen Operands are set toFalse and stay
False.

The NuSMV representation of Option and Break
can be derived from the one of Alternatives. The de-
tails of translation are described in (Shen et al., 2011).

4.5.4 Iteration

The Loop represents its sole Operand’s iterations,
which are connected by Weak Sequencing. To re-
strict the number of iterations, the Operand’s Con-
straint may include a lower bound,minint, and an up-
per bound,maxint, i.e., a Loop iterates at least the
minint number of times and at most themaxintnum-
ber of times. If the Constraint evaluates toFalseafter
theminint number of iterations, the Loop will termi-
nate.

Bounded Loop, whosemaxint is given, can be
translated to NuSMV modules. To keep each OS
and Constraint within different iterations of a Loop

MODULE main

VAR

l_L1 : L1(l_L2, l_L3);

l_L2 : L2(l_L1, l_L3);

l_L3 : L3(l_L1, l_L2);

INVAR

((l_L1.chosen -> l_L1.enabled)

&(l_L2.chosen -> l_L2.enabled)

&(l_L3.chosen -> l_L3.enabled)

&((l_L1.chosen & !l_L2.chosen & !l_L3.chosen)

|(!l_L1.chosen & l_L2.chosen & !l_L3.chosen)

|(!l_L1.chosen & !l_L2.chosen & l_L3.chosen)

|(!l_L1.enabled & !l_L2.enabled & !l_L3.enabled)))

INVAR

((l_L1.CF1.op1.chosen -> l_L1.CF1.op1.enabled)

&(l_L1.CF1.op2.chosen -> l_L1.CF1.op2.enabled)

&((l_L1.CF1.op1.chosen & !l_L1.CF1.op2.chosen)

|(!l_L1.CF1.op1.chosen & l_L1.CF1.op2.chosen)

|(!l_L1.CF1.op1.enabled & !l_L1.CF1.op2.enabled)))

INVAR

((l_L2.CF1.op1.chosen -> l_L2.CF1.op1.enabled)

&(l_L2.CF1.op2.chosen -> l_L2.CF1.op2.enabled))

&((l_L2.CF1.op1.chosen & !l_L2.CF1.op2.chosen)

|(!l_L2.CF1.op1.chosen & l_L2.CF1.op2.chosen)

|(!l_L2.CF1.op1.enabled & !l_L2.CF1.op2.enabled)))

INVAR

((l_L3.CF1.op1.chosen -> l_L3.CF1.op1.enabled)

&(l_L3.CF1.op2.chosen -> l_L3.CF1.op2.enabled))

&((l_L3.CF1.op1.chosen & !l_L3.CF1.op2.chosen)

|(!l_L3.CF1.op1.chosen & l_L3.CF1.op2.chosen)

|(!l_L3.CF1.op1.enabled & !l_L3.CF1.op2.enabled)))

MODULE L2(L1, L3)

VAR

CF1 : par_L2(state, chosen, L1.CF1, L3.CF1); ...

DEFINE

r7_enabled := state=r1&CF1.flag_final&L1.state=s7;

enabled := r1_enabled | r7_enabled | CF1.enabled; ...

MODULE par_L2(state, L2_chosen, par_L1, par_L3)

VAR

op1 : par_op1_L2(L2_chosen, par_L1.op1, par_L3.op1,

op1_eva);

op2 : par_op2_L2(L2_chosen, par_L1.op2, par_L3.op2,

par_L1.op2_eva, state, op1.CF2.op1.isCritical);

cond1 : boolean;

op1_eva : -1..1;

DEFINE

enabled := op1.enabled | op2.enabled;

flag_final := op1.flag_final & op2.flag_final;

ASSIGN

init(op1_eva) := -1;

next(op1_eva) := case

op1_eva=-1 & next(state)=r1 & !next(cond1) :0;

op1_eva=-1 & next(state)=r1 & next(cond1) :1;

1 :op1_eva;

esac;

init(cond1) := {TRUE, FALSE};

next(cond1) := case

op1_eva=-1 :{TRUE, FALSE};

op1_eva!=-1 :cond1;

1 :cond1;

esac;

Figure 3: NuSMV module for Parallel.
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unique, one way to implement an OS or a Constraint
is defining an array to rename the OS or the Con-
straint of each iteration. For each Lifeline, We use
n to represent the current iteration number. In this
way, an OS within the Loop’s Operand,OS_r1, and
Constraintcond in iterationn can be represented as
OS_r1[n] andcond[n] respectively. For example, if a
Loop iterates at most three iterations,OS_r1 in differ-
ent iterations are defined asOS_r1[1], OS_r1[2] and
OS_r1[3]. The graphical order of the OSs within the
same iteration is maintained, and the OSs among iter-
ations execute sequentially along a Lifeline,i.e., OSs
in iterationn take place before OSs in iterationn+1.

We need to evaluate the Interaction Constraint of
its sole Operand after minimum number of iterations.
If n ≤ minint, the Loop executes. Ifminint < n ≤
maxint, the Loop executes only ifcond[n] evaluates to
True. Otherwise, the Loop terminates and the values
of the Constraint of remaining iterations (i.e., from
cond[n+1] to cond[maxint]) set toFalse. The Loop
no longer executes when its iteration reachesmaxint.

4.5.5 Assertion

An Assertion represents that, on each Lifeline, a set
of traces of its Operand are the only valid traces fol-
lowing the Assertion’s preceding OSs. The mapping
strategy of the Assertion is very similar to the one
of the Critical Region. For each Lifeline, a boolean
variableinAssertionis initialized and declared in the
EU module of the Assertion’s Operand, restricting the
OSs within the EU from interleaving with other OSs
on the same Lifeline if the OSs prior to the CEU of the
Assertion finish execution. The variableinAssertion
is Falseinitially, and is set toTruewhen the OSs in the
set ofpre(CEU)have executed. Functionpre(CEU)
returns the set of OSs which may happen right before
the CEU of the Assertion. If the EU of the Asser-
tion’s Operand completes execution,inAssertionis set
to Falseand other OSs may execute. For each Life-
line, the negation ofinAssertionis used as an enabling
condition for each variable of other OSs, which may
interleave the EU of the Assertion’s Operand.

4.5.6 Negation

We translate the Operand of a Negative into NuSMV
modules, deriving all possible invalid traces.

4.5.7 Weak Sequencing and Strict Sequencing

The semantics of a Weak Sequencing enforces the to-
tal order among EUs of Operands on the same Life-
line. In any EU module of an Operand (except the
first one), the first OS takes the variableflag_finalof

the EU of the preceding Operand on the same Lifeline
as an enabling condition,i.e., the EU cannot execute
before the preceding one completes. Figure 4 is an
example of Weak Sequencing. In the EU module of
the second Operand on LifelineL2, the first OS,r4,
takesflag_finalof the EU occurring immediately be-
fore this EU (i.e., the EU of the first Operand) as an
enabling condition.

Figure 4: Example for Weak Sequencing.

The semantics of a Strict Sequencing enforces the
total order between adjacent Operands. An EU mod-
ule of an Operand (other than the first one) within
a Strict Sequencing takes variableflag_final of ev-
ery EU module within the preceding Operand as en-
abling conditions of the first OS. It asserts that all EUs
cannot execute until its preceding Operand completes
execution. We can alter the Interaction Operator of
the CF in figure 4 tostrict to make it as an exam-
ple of Strict Sequencing. Comparing to the example
of Weak Sequencing, OSr4 also takes the variable
flag_finalof the EUs of the first Operand on Lifelines
L1 andL3 as enabling conditions additionally.

4.5.8 Ignore and Consider

Ignore and Consider make it possible to execute the
Messages not explicitly appear in the CF. To map an
Ignore (Consider) into NuSMV modules, we can ex-
plore all the traces of OSs in which Messages are ig-
nored (not considered). We assume the signature of
any Message of ignored (considered) types is given,
i.e., the Lifelines where the sending OS and receiving
OS of a Message occur are known. The Messages of
ignored types can occur and interleave with the OSs
appearing in the CF. In an Ignore, the OSs appearing
in the CF are translated as usual. Each OS of any
ignored Message is mapped to a boolean variable in
the EU module on the Lifeline where it is located.
An OS of the ignored Messages can be enabled if it
has not executed and the control is in the EU mod-
ule. To record the status of each ignored Message’s
OS, an enumeration type variableos_chosenis intro-
duced, which is initially-1. It is set to0 if the OS
is chosen to execute and is set to and stays1 in the
following steps. In each EU module of the Ignore,
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the OSs of ignored Messages and other OSs are inter-
leaved, which is captured by INVAR statements using
the same strategy as the implementation of Parallel.

A Consider specifies a list of message types which
should be considered within the CF. It is equivalent to
ignore other message types,i.e., the message types
not in the list cannot appear in the CF, but they may
occur. If a message type is considered but does not ap-
pear in the CF, the Messages of the type cannot occur
within the CF. For example, if a Consider CF consid-
ers message typeq, v, andw, but only Messages of
message typeq andv appear in the CF. Thus, Mes-
sages of message typew cannot occur within the CF.
In a Consider, each OS of the considered Messages
can be defined as a boolean variable in the EU mod-
ule on the Lifeline where it is located. If the OS does
not appear in the Consider, it is defined as a derived
variable, whose value isFalseto indicate the OS will
never occur. For other known but not considered Mes-
sages, their OSs are defined in the same way as the
OSs of the ignored Messages.

We also provide the mapping of Interaction Use,
Coregion, and General Ordering to the NuSMV mod-
ules. Due to space limitation, please refer to (Shen
et al., 2011) for the details of translation.

5 TOOL SUITE
IMPLEMENTATION AND
EVALUATION

As a proof-of-concept,we have developed a tool suite,
implementing the techniques described in this paper.
Figure 5 is a data flow diagram, illustrating the archi-
tecture of our tool suite.

Figure 5: Architecture of tool suite.

The software engineer uses MagicDraw to create
a Sequence Diagram, which can be converted to a tex-
tual representation in terms of XML using our Mag-

icDraw plugin. The Sequence Diagram Translation
tool takes the XML representation as input, parses it
into a syntax tree, and transforms it into a NuSMV
model. NuSMV model checker takes as input the
generated NuSMV model and a temporal logic for-
mula that is specified by the software engineer. If
there are no property violations, the software engi-
neer receives a positive response. If property vi-
olations exist, NuSMV generates a counterexample
which is then passed to our Occurrence Specification
Trace Diagram Generator (OSTDG) tool. The output
from the OSTDG is an easy-to-read Sequence Dia-
gram visualization of the counterexample to help the
software engineer locate the property violation faster.
Thus, the software engineer may transparently verify
a Sequence Diagrams using NuSMV, staying solely
within the notation realm of Sequence Diagrams.

We evaluate our technique with a case study of
ISIS (Insurance Services Information System), a web
application currently used by the specialty insurance
industry. Our evaluation uses two Sequence Diagram
examples from the design documentation of ISIS.
We check the example on a Linux machine with a
3.00GHz, 8 cores CPU and 32GB of RAM. One ex-
ample executed in 19 minutes 49 seconds with 3,825
reachable states out of total 3.71e+012 states, while
the other example executed in 18 minutes 14 sec-
onds with 192 reachable states out of total 4.95e+012
states. Please refer to (Shen et al., 2011) for more
details of the case study and our tool suite.

6 RELATED WORK

Verification of scenario-based notation is well-
accepted as an important and challenging problem.
To the best of our knowledge, our technique is the
first to support all CFs and the nested CFs. Limaet
al. provide a tool to translate UML 2 Sequence Di-
agrams into PROMELA-based models and verify us-
ing SPIN, with counterexample visualizations (Lima
et al., 2009). Their translation does not support
Critical Region, Strict Sequencing, Negative, Asser-
tion, Consider, Ignore, synchronous Messages and
Interaction Constraint. Van Amstelet al. present
four complementary approaches for analyzing UML
1.5 Sequence Diagrams, which do not support CFs
(Van Amstel et al., 2007). They model check Se-
quence Diagrams using SPIN. Alawnehet al. intro-
duce a unified paradigm to verify and validate promi-
nent UML 2 diagrams, including Sequence Diagrams,
using NuSMV (Alawneh et al., 2006). Their approach
supports Alternatives and Parallel.

To model check MSCs, Aluret al. (Alur and Yan-
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nakakis, 1999; Alur et al., 2005) formalize MSC us-
ing automata. They examine different cases of MSC
verification of temporal properties and present tech-
niques for iteratively specifying requirements (Alur
et al., 2003). They focus on MSC Graph, which
is an aggregation of MSCs. We extend their work
to encompass more complicated aggregations using
CFs. Peledet al. perform intensive research on the
verification of MSCs (Muscholl et al., 1998; Gunter
et al., 2001), in particular, they present an extension
of the High-Level MSC (Peled, 2000). They spec-
ify MSC properties in temporal logic and check for
safety and liveness properties. Leueet al. translate
the MSC specification, especially branching and iter-
ation of High-Level MSC, into PROMELA to verify
MSCs using the XSPIN tool (Leue and Ladkin, 1996).
As Sequence Diagrams have similar expressive fea-
tures, our technique can be extended to work with
their approach. Kugleret al. improve the technique
of smart play-out, which is used to model check LSCs
to avoid violations over computations (Kugler et al.,
2009). Walkinshaw and Bogdanov (Walkinshaw and
Bogdanov, 2008) detail an inference technique to con-
strain a finite-state model with LTL. These constraints
reduce the number of traces required as input to a
model checker for discovery of safety counter exam-
ples. Our work can automatically model check each
Sequence Diagram of a system against LTL properties
separately, which helps to alleviate the state explosion
problem.

Micskei and Waeselynck survey comprehensively
formal semantics proposed for Sequence Diagrams by
13 groups and present the different semantic options
(Micskei and Waeselynck, 2011). In these groups,
Knapp and Wuttke present an operational seman-
tics for a translation of an Interaction into automata,
which is used to model check UML state machines
with SPIN or UPPAAL (Knapp and Wuttke, 2006).
Their approach does not support all CFs and the in-
terpretation of automata restricts the specification of
Interaction Constraints. Haugenet al. present the for-
mal semantics of UML 2 Sequence Diagram through
an approach named STAIRS (Haugen et al., 2005).
STAIRS provides a trace-based representation for a
subset of CFs, focusing on the refinement for Interac-
tions. To relate state-based behaviors with scenario-
based descriptions, Bontempset al. formally study
the problem of scenario checking, synthesis, and ver-
ification of the LSC (Bontemps et al., 2005). Their
work focuses on providing an algorithm and proving
the complexity for each problem. Uchitelet al. (Uchi-
tel et al., 2003) synthesize a behavioral specification
in the form of a Finite Sequential Process, which can
be checked using their labeled transition system ana-

lyzer. With the semantic definition of Uchitelet al.,
Damaset al. synthesize a labeled transition system
model from both positive and negative scenarios, ex-
pressed in MSC (Damas et al., 2005).

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present an approach to transform
Sequence Diagrams and all CFs into NuSMV mod-
els. This enables software engineers to verify if a Se-
quence Diagram satisfies desired properties and visu-
alize counterexamples as Sequence Diagrams to help
user locate violations. We supplement our technique
with a proof-of-concept tool suite and perform an
evaluation using a case study of an industry web ap-
plication. We believe our approach can be adapted to
model check MSCs and High-Level MSCs.
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